
Arbuckle Swim Team’s 

Fish on the Wall Fundraiser 
Character  Price  How many?  Name(s) to be placed on Sea Animal Total  
Fish  $10        
Starfish $10        
Jelly Fish  $10        
Sea Horse $10        
Gecko $10        
Turtle $20        
Frogs $20        
Sting Ray $20        
Shark  $20        
Snakes $20        
Sponsor - Octopus $100        
Sponsor - Whale Tail $100        
Sponsor- Sting Ray  $100        
Sponsor- Shark $100        
          
Total sponsorship         

 

Our swim team is in need of your help. Each year APRD paints fish on the North side of the baby pool 
and for a fee you are able to put your name on the sea animal of your choice. This is the only 
fundraiser that the Tidal Waves Swim Team has to raise the funds to purchase the supplies they need 
to continue growing and improving. Items that need to be purchased include: timers, fins and arm 
paddles and the ribbons for all swimmers at the meets.  The Fish on the Wall fundraiser has allowed 
us to purchase lane lines and diving blocks among other items. These major improvements to the 
pool allowed our swimmers to better prepare for the meets and allowed us to even host a meet.  

The swim team is in its 9th year and each year we get better.  Last year we once again had many of 
the members place during championships. This is a wonderful way for children to spend their 
summer, exercising and having fun with children their own age while learning a life skill. APRD as well 
as the Tidal Waves coaching staff thanks you for your support in this endeavor 

 Thank you  

Arbuckle Tidal Waves Swim Team  
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